'Salem's Lot
epubs

Ben Mears has returnedÂ to Jerusalem's Lot in the hopes that living in anÂ old mansion, long the
subject of town lore, willÂ help him cast out his own devils and provide inspiration for his new book.
But when two young boys venture into the woods and only oneÂ comes out alive,Â Mears begins to
realize that there may be somethingÂ sinister at work and that his hometown is under siege by
forces of darkness far beyond his control.
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The Illustrated Edition of 'Salem's Lot is set up much like a 'Special Edition' DVD. The book boasts
over 50 pages of 'deleted or alternative' scenes, a new introduction, and two previously published
short stories ("One for the Road" and "Jerusalem's Lot"). The short stories don't have much to do
with the characters or plot of the novel but certainly flesh out the 'special features' that the Illustrated
Edition has to offer. If you've never read 'Night Shift' (or maybe even if you have, and it's been
awhile), then they'll serve as an added treat.If one is a fan of Stephen King, this is a must own. A
somewhat already infamous passage (mentioned by King before) where one character is offed by a
gang of rats in a basement is restored in all its deliciously gory glory. While we're on the topic, the
bonus passages are NOT inserted into the text of the novel but offered in a later section. This is not
a 'director's cut' of the book but set up like a DVD where one can flip to and peruse the deleted
sections if one chooses to do so. It's the same novel as before, so if you're looking for something
completely new a la Revised version of 'The Stand', this may not be what you're looking for.

However, if you are interested into further delving into the world of 'Salem's Lot or interested in what
King and/or his editors decided to take out from the original text, then you'll be in Stephen King
heaven.The photographs are stark, chilling, and beautiful... though sparse throughout the book.
Basically, they seperate the sections and serve as covers.As for the novel itself, it is both a
compelling and entertaining read. As mentioned in the review, all the King staples are here (i.e.
small town, secrets, and darkness pervading the ordinariness of life).

Jerusalem's Lot is an unassuming small town in southern Maine. It is the kind of town where
everybody knows everybody else and most of the residents have lived there all of their lives. In this
atmosphere it was odd indeed when three strangers came to town at almost the same time. One of
these strangers wasn't really a stranger at all. He had spent part of his childhood there and had
returned in hopes of ridding himself of some old demons. The other two strangers also had an old
connection with the town but it was a much darker and sinister connection.Stephen King starts his
macabre tale with these facts and then begins to weave a fascinating tail. He introduces the reader
to the town in such a way that it makes one feel as if he had actually been to this fictional place. The
reader will get to know many of the residents, some all too well. Some are likable, some are
loathsome, and some are described so well that the reader will actually mourn their passing. One
can easily feel Ben Mears' pain when he finds out that someone that he is very close to is gone.As
the dark cloud of vampirism spreads across the town there are a few residents who figure out what
is going on. Some refuse to believe what logic and their senses tell them and they fall victim to the
curse while others figure things out in time to flee. A few try to stop the spread of this evil and pay
dearly. For those who have not seen one of the movies based on this book, this is all of the story
that I am going to give away. For those who have seen the movies, neither movie follows the book
too closely and the book is far superior to either film.King's flair for this type of story is well known
and I can assure you that you will not be disappointed with this book.
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